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Summary
Micro and mesoporous molecular sieves with inorganic or organic-inorganic
walls can be synthesized through a self assembling process between the constituents
of the walls and organic structure directing agent molecules (OSDA). The role of the
OSDA is to order the walls around them. The chemical composition of the OSDA, i.e.,
polarity and strain, that will control the self assembling process, will be presented
together with the directing effect of the framework atoms.
By using the above concepts it is possible to prepare hybrid organic-inorganic
molecular sieves by one or two step synthesis, leading into mesoporous PMO and
micro and mesoporous metal organic frameworks (MOFs) with giant pores.
Will show how the proper design of the porous materials opens new possibilities
for gas separation/storage, and catalysis. Moreover, the formation of supramolecular
entities based on those materials, present outstanding properties for magnetism,
photocatalysis, chemical sensors, light emitting devices, molecular machines, etc.
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